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Built for movement, Coast glides on casters that can lock in place to make it 
possible to improvise an interior. Coast is just as versatile as a partition and active 
wall but with added flexibility to maximize smaller spaces.

Modular, lightweight and graced with easy to understand connections, it is nimbly 
adaptive. Pick your modules, choose your frame color and wood finish and you’re 
moving and grooving.

Coast



Select a frame module.
Building out your Coast starts with selecting a frame. There are two lengths, 48" and 24" both at 16" depth.

Add your storage.
Coast can accommodate low and tall storage, planter box or a base plinth. Don’t need storage? Skip down to select your infill panels.

We got your back.

Since Coast is equipped with casters, you gain 
maximum flexibility to wheel your configuration 
around to reveal another side. Make sure to consider 
the reverse! 
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Add a fixed panel.
Infill panels can stand alone, above or beside your storage choice. These panels are available in ash, white oak, and walnut veneer or  
in a selection of our grade 1 laminates. You can also choose a cork, peg or whiteboard as your panels. 

Add soft PET panels.
You have the option to add a hanging PET panel that holds acoustic properties and provides just the right amount of privacy and warmth.  
These panels are hung from the steel frame with leather straps. Choose light, medium or dark grey PET felt.

Did you pick a pegboard?
Pegboards with a low cubby include 1 long shelf (with 2 pegs), 1 box shelf (with 2 pegs) and 1 freestanding peg. Full-length pegboards include  
2 long shelves (with 2 pegs each), 1 box shelf (with 2 pegs each) and 1 freestanding peg. Let us know if you have a different accessory preference  
in mind. Please note, pegboards cannot be back-to-back. Pro-tip: You can use the pegs to hang plants!

Peg for Cubby

Half Round

Peg Long Shelf Box Shelf

Short Notch Tall Notch Corner Radius

Corkboard for Cubby Full PegboardWhiteboard for Cubby Full Whiteboard Full Corkboard
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Coast Example Configuration Line 
Drawing

Set the example.
Here’s an example of how Coast comes 
together.

Shown here is a common configuration of a 
pegboard with low storage, whiteboard and 
tall bookcase.

*note: pegboards cannot be back to back

Front

Back

Solid infill panels allow you to maximize 
space to collaborate, ideate and create.

Pegboards are great functionally but also allow you to add 
a little personality into your space. Hang plants or swatches, 
display photos and move around as you see fit. Utilize a tall bookcase and your plethora of 

resources can go wherever you do.
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Coast Example Configuration 
Renderings

Finishing touches.

Once you’ve selected your modules, 
select your finishes for the frame and 
wood components.

Select any standard RAL color for 
the frame without any up-charge 
or minimum. This is a great 
opportunity to add your unique 
thumbprint to your design.

Next, specify your choice of wood: 
white oak, ash, maple, walnut.

Your panels can also be cork, peg or 
whiteboard. 

Remember, there are two sides to 
your configuration so feel free to mix 
it up! Select what’s on the back.
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Go Configure.

Modules in Coast can be placed anywhere in the 
configuration.

Consider how you need your space division to 
function and how the placement will gesture to its 
users. Since Coast is on wheels, nothing 
is static!

Click here to see how the frame, modules and 
panels come together to create Coast. Let’s roll.
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Cubby
Whiteboard
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The Collaborator. 
A little something for everyone. Display, brainstorm, and store all while partitioning space in an 
engaging way. Great to separate runs of desks or to have near a collaboration table.

Coast | Greatest Hits
Browse some of our most sought after configurations or create your very own.

Peg for Cubby

Full Whiteboard
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Plant That Seed. 
You don’t have to sacrifice the beauty of the outdoors by working inside. Here, you get 
the best of both worlds. Nothing like a little plant-life to help that creative flow-state.

Planter

Low Cubby

Whiteboard for Cubby

Corner Radius
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The Minimalist. 
Not your average whiteboard, this simple configuration 
allows you to have everything at your fingertips.

Full Whiteboard

Tall Cubby
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The Great Divide. 
Perfect as a mobile partition between runs of workstations or out in the open office, a Coast configuration like this one 
provides functional space division that is as much a reflection of company culture as it is of smart planning.

Whiteboard for Cubby
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Collaboration Station.  
Coast provides a canvas for however your team likes to brainstorm, collaborate, or doodle. Go full-length or 3/4 with just 
the right amount of storage at the bottom for your favorite side-kicks. Roll this one right into your next meeting.

Low Cubby

Whiteboard for Cubby

Full Corkboard



We know you may have more questions and we hope you do!

Reach out to trade@corralusa.com for help with your personalized configuration or 
special request.

Check out our full line of furniture at corralusa.com where you’ll also find more information 
about us, our trade program and many other resources including product symbols.

Make sure to visit the Corral Youtube Channel for more videos and animations on our 
process and craft.


